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 Decommissioning Plan Update
San Onofre Community Engagement Enhancements – Over nearly five years, SCE and the CEP have
experimented with different ways to improve community engagement. In the spirit of continuous
improvement, we are taking a fresh look at the many forms of stakeholder engagement with respect
to SONGS decommissioning. Moving forward, standard decommissioning updates will now be
provided in hard copy format. Such updates – including this one – will be distributed at Community
Engagement Panel Meetings and made available online at SONGScommunity.com. This will help
abbreviate time dedicated to routine topics and will allow for more in-depth exploration of matters of
interest to local communities. In addition, in between CEP meetings, periodic decommissioning
updates will be provided to CEP members and posted on SONGScommunity.com.
We are also exploring better ways to facilitate public dialogue during CEP meetings and ensure
questions are being answered. Some enhancements include:





Invitation to submit questions in advance of CEP meetings via SONGScommunity.com
We at SCE will do our best to provide answers during the meetings
During meetings, use the new question and comment cards vs. sign-up sheet
Questions will be categorized and addressed

Other enhancements to engagement and communication include:




Issue papers on emergent topics
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) maintained and posted to SONGScommunity.com
Interactive features on the website for topics such as Defense-In-Depth for on-site used fuel
storage to make information easier to locate
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SONGS Decommissioning Plan:

For more information about other CEP meetings and a list of historical topics, please visit
SONGScommunity.com.
Interested in Taking a Tour of San Onofre or Hosting a Speaker about Decommissioning?
We are happy to give you a tour of our facility and explain the decommissioning process. We also can
send a speaker to your community meeting. Additional information is available at
SONGScommunity.com.
For More Information:
Liese Mosher, Decommissioning Communications, 949.368.9750, liese.mosher@sce.com
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